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Imagine Jedi master Yoda in an intense lightsaber battle like the one we saw in the attack of the clones. Now imagine that energy in game form, teaching children to become young Jedi and showcasing his insane Jedi lightsaber skills. Finally, there is a yoda game that will kick you, and it's Star Wars Spinmaster
legendary Yoda. This is one of those gems that happened to walk past as I wandered the Comic Con floor show for preview night, and it stopped me in my tracks. I remember having a furby-style Yoda game that had an animatronic face with animated eyes and mouth that could interact with you. That's the way it is in
crack. Not only will he interact with you and answer your questions and commands, but he will demonstrate his lightsaber skills, swirling around your floor and table while shouting deadly blade of light. Demo Of Spinmaster's Star Wars Legendary Yoda From Comic Con 2015 As you can see in the demo video, Legendary
Yoda is 16.5 inches tall and will perform a variety of moves and responses based on the phrase you're talking to. For example, if you tell yoda that you are ready to train, master Yoda, the fixed asset will light up his lightsaber and proceed to prove his lightsaber sparing. You can ask yoda questions or prove your power
boost with the Jedi master. Spinmaster will release Star Wars Legendary Yoda for $179.99 on September 4, 2015, otherwise known as Force Friday - the date that all new Star Wars: The Force Awakens games will be released worldwide. I've heard Spinmaster is also working on other Star Wars characters (please give
us an even better R2-D2 than the interactive droid that's already available). I want to imagine a day when two Star Wars Legends figures can have a lightsaber battle together. The number is powered by 8 engines and 115 phrases. Star Wars Legendary Yoda From Spinmaster Instructions Cool Posts from across the
web: The Power of a Jedi flows from the Force, but you're not a Jedi yet. However, the Star Wars Legendary Jedi Master Yoda Interactive Jedi Trainer will take you from Padawan to Master and you don't even have to travel to Dagobah for training. Standing 16-inches tall and able to speak 115 phrases, the wisdom of the
Jedi is delivered as only Yoda can bring it. The figure has latex leather, a real cloth robe, and a tiny light-up lightsaber. It also has three different ways of teaching to help you prepare for your battle against the Dark Side. WARRIOR MODE: Learn from the greatest warrior of all time as Yoda swings his signature green
light-up lightsaber! Seven engines power its significant 360-degree drive. You can In attack, or follow along with his advanced lightsaber techniques as he guides you on the way to Jedi Mastery. FORCE MODE: Learn the ways of the Force as Yoda unleashes virtual excerpts from the Jedi Battalion. When the dark side
side Yoda's hand lights up with a glowing Burst of Power! Learn to push and send Yoda flying back. WISDOM MODE: Holding his cane, Yoda answers your questions and senses if you are strong in strength... or the dark side. His voice recognition has six basic phrases and he will answer yes or no questions that reveal
his secrets and wisdom. As the wisest Jedi of all time, Yoda is equipped with a dark side sensor to determine if your intentions are good or bad! The Star Wars Legendary Jedi Master Yoda Interactive Jedi Trainer will be available in September 2015, but can now pre-order for $209.99 at Entertainment Earth.
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